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Abstract

This paper deals with the performance of delay-sensitive applications running over a network that offers multiple classes
of service, where the adaption of application rates in response to network feedback is the primary mechanism available
for controlling quality of service. We first evaluate the gain in utilisation allowed by the introduction of several classes of
service. To this end we compare the pairs of achievable rates, orschedulable regions, for two types of applications with
two distinct delay requirements that make use of a single resource, with either no differentiation, simple priority-based
differentiation, or earliest-deadline-first (EDF) scheduling-based differentiation. The main observations are that the gain
achieved by differentiation is essentially affected by traffic burstiness, and that the two differentiation schemes yield very
similar performance.

We then consider what feedback information should be sent to traffic sources from different classes, casting the problem
in the framework of optimisation-based congestion control. We establish a connection between thesample-path shadow
price rationale for feedback synthesis and therare perturbation analysistechnique for gradient estimation in discrete event
systems theory. Based on this connection, we propose several marking schemes, for simple priority-based differentiation with
a measure of cost based on loss or delay, and also for EDF-based differentiation with loss-based cost. The interaction of these
marking algorithms with simple congestion control algorithms is studied via simulations.
© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

With a single best-effort service class, it is possible to offer a simple form of service differentiation
[1], whereby users who pay a higher price achieve a proportionally higher transmission rate. However,
the applicability of such techniques is limited by the assumption that applications’ quality-of-service
(QoS) requirements can be expressed in terms of a single performance measure, namely through-
put. This limitation is a problem since QoS requirements are naturally multidimensional: applications
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vary in their sensitivities to several key performance measures including throughput, loss and
delay.2

In this paper, we concentrate on delay-sensitive applications, and examine whether separate service
classes are needed to cope with their differing requirements. This class of applications includes real-time
services, such as streaming media or interactive multimedia, as well as data services requiring low latency.
Our focus on such applications is due not only to their growing importance, but also to the lack of any
end-to-end mechanism to provide the necessary QoS. Whereas loss-sensitive applications can use error
correcting codes to achieve low loss probability at the expense of reduced throughput, delay-sensitive
applications have no such recourse to source coding if delay is too high. It is reasonable, therefore, to
consider placing mechanisms within the network to reduce delay.

Much existing research in this area[2–4] focuses on providing deterministic delay guarantees and
thus assumes the existence of traffic shaping and admission control. Although our work concerns the
provision of statistical guarantees to a set of rate-adaptive sources, we derive similar results about the
effect of service differentiation on network utilisation. However, in the absence of admission control and
traffic shaping, we must address the additional problem of finding appropriate feedback signals to enable
sources to perform rate control necessary to satisfy their collective delay requirements.

The question of whether delay-sensitive applications require service differentiation was addressed by
Bajaj et al.[5], who found the answer depends on the adaptive behaviour of the applications themselves
and also on the burstiness of traffic. We study rate-adaptive control rather than the delay-adaptive be-
haviour considered in[5], but reach similar conclusions about the effect of burstiness. Alvarez and Hajek
[6] also consider the necessity of multiple classes in the case of a mixed population of rate-sensitive
and loss-sensitive users within the pricing framework of Gibbens and Kelly[1], which we also adopt
in our work. They conclude that two classes are indeed required to satisfy the requirements of both
user types, but that the benefit of service differentiation is only realised when the price per packet for
each class of service is set correctly. The authors show the existence of the correct prices empirically
but provide no way for the network to find them. Although we replace the loss-sensitive users with
delay-sensitive ones, our research complements[6] by providing a mechanism for adaptively setting
prices.

We first discuss (Section 2) the gain in utilisation offered by the introduction of two classes of service at a
single resource. We show that two differentiation schemes—priority scheduling and earliest-deadline-first
(EDF)—yield very similar performance and that both outperform a single-class FIFO scheduler. More-
over, we confirm the observation in[5] that the amount of performance gain depends on traffic burstiness.
We then discuss what feedback information should be sent to traffic sources from different classes. In
the context of the optimisation-based congestion control framework we use, this problem reduces to
one of correctly setting prices. We first show how this framework can be adapted to multi-class net-
works using a notion of cost based on either average packet delay, or loss (Section 3). Exploiting a
connection between thesample-path shadow price(s.p.s.p.) rationale for feedback synthesis and the
rare perturbation analysis(RPA) technique for gradient estimation in discrete event systems theory,
we develop marking schemes for simple priority-based differentiation with a measure of cost based
on loss or delay, and also for EDF-based differentiation with loss-based cost (Section 4). The interac-
tion of these marking algorithms with simple congestion control algorithms is studied via simulations
(Section 5).

2 Thus, if we express user preference in terms of utility functions, utility should be a function of (at least) throughput and delay.
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2. Schedulable regions

In this section, we discuss the performance gain achievable by introducing differentiation. We compare
the efficiency of having multiple classes or not by considering the following simple scenario. Packets of
two types reach one resource. Type 1 packets must be served by some timed1, and type 2 packets must
be served by some timed2, d2 > d1. We want to compare the pairs of achievable rates(ρ1, ρ2) that can
be sustained with different differentiation mechanisms.

In the case of deterministic guarantees, it is well known (e.g.[2–4]) that service differentiation can
improve network utilisation, with the degree of improvement dependent on the relative delay require-
ments and the burstiness of the traffic. We confirm these observations for a simple leaky-bucket traffic
profile in [7], showing that the value of introducing differentiation is directly related to the burstiness
of the traffic aggregates in each class. Our evaluations also suggest that EDF scheduling, which max-
imises the schedulable region, should be considered as a candidate for the introduction of differen-
tiation.

2.1. Probabilistic description of burstiness

We next adopt a probabilistic model for the description of burstiness, which is better suited to reasoning
about the case of offering statistical delay guarantees—the primary interest of this work. We assume
Poisson arrivals with ratesλ1, λ2 in each class, unit capacityc = 1, and fixed packet sizesσ . In this
simple model of traffic, the burstiness is captured by the parameterσ . We assume an infinite buffer, so
that packets do not get dropped by the link. We define the schedulable region as the set of parameters
(ρ1, ρ2), whereρi := λiσ , so that the probability of a classi packet experiencing a delay larger thandi

is less than some fixed valueθ , sayθ = 1%. As before, our aim is to compare schedulable regions (for a
two-class resource with two distinct delay bounds) when there is single-class and FIFO scheduling, with
two classes using priority scheduling or EDF. We use heavy traffic approximations to obtain tractable
formulas.

For FIFO, the total arrival rateλ = λ1 + λ2 must be such that the probability of experiencing a delay
larger than the smallest of the two, i.e.d1, is smaller thanθ . LetW denote the stationary workload in the
queue. Then we need to ensure thatP(W + σ > d1) < θ . In heavy traffic, the distribution ofW is close
to that ofλσ 2/(2(1− ρ))X, whereX is an exponential random variable with unit mean3 (see e.g.[9]),
thusP(X > x)〈θ ⇒ x〉 − logθ . Hence, we must ensure

ρ1+ ρ2 ≤ 2(d1− σ)

−σ log(θ)+ 2(d1− σ)
. (1)

We now consider preemptive priority scheduling. Class 1 packets do not see class 2 packets. Applying the
same heavy traffic approximation for the stationary workload due to class 1 packets only (see footnote 2)
shows that we must ensure

ρ1 ≤ 2(d1− σ)

−σ log(θ)+ 2(d1− σ)
. (2)

3 The exact distribution of the unfinished work in an M/D/1 queue is given in explicit form in[8, p. 112]. Using heavy traffic
approximation rather than the exact distribution affects only marginally the schedulable regions we derive, at least for smallθ .
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For class 2 packets, we proceed as follows. LetW be the workload seen by a class 2 packet arriving at
time 0. Then its sojourn timeT is given by

T = inf {t > 0 : t ≥ W + σ + σN1(t)},
whereN1(t) is the number of class 1 packets that arrive in the interval(0, t). Let

Xt = eiuN1(t)+λ1t (1−eiu).

This is a martingale. Also,T is a stopping time, so by Doob’s sampling theorem applied to the bounded
stopping timeT ∧ n, letting n go to infinity (which is justified by a dominated convergence argument
under the stability conditionρ1+ ρ2 < 1), we have

E[XT |W ] = 1.

SinceσN1(T ) = T − σ −W , we get

E[eT (λ1(1−eiu)+iu/σ)|W ] = eiu(W+σ)/σ .

Convergence in distribution of(1− ρ)W implies that

(1− ρ)T
D→ λσ 2

2(1− ρ1)
exp(1).

Using this approximation, we therefore need to ensure that

2(1− ρ)(1− ρ1)(d2− σ)

λσ 2
≥ −logθ,

or equivalently

ρ2 ≤ 2(1− ρ1)(d2− σ)

−σ log(θ)+ 2(1− ρ1)(d2− σ)
− ρ1. (3)

The analysis of EDF scheduling in heavy traffic has been presented in[10]. We follow the approach of
Doytchinov et al.[10] and consider preemptive resume EDF scheduling, where all customers are accepted
into the system, and can thus have negative deadlines. Applying the results ofSection 4, formulas (4.4)
to (4.7) in[10], we obtain that in stationarity, given the total workload in the systemW , the workload due
to customers with current lead times not larger thanx is approximately

W(x) ≈ W −H(x ∨ F),

where

F = H−1(W)

and the functionH is derived from the distribution of deadlines. In the present situation, where deadlines
equaldi with probabilityλi/λ, i = 1,2, we obtain that

H(x) =




0 if x > d2,

(d2− x)

(
1− λ1

λ

)
if d1 ≤ x ≤ d2,(

1− λ1

λ

)
(d2− d1)+ (d1− x) if x < d1.
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It follows from this definition that

H−1(x) =




d2−
(

1− λ1

λ

)−1

x if 0 ≤ x ≤ (d2− d1)

(
1− λ1

λ

)
,

d1−
(
x − (d2− d1)

(
1− λ1

λ

))
if x ≥ (d2− d1)

(
1− λ1

λ

)
.

Thus from the global workload, one can infer the workload profile. An incoming type 1 packet will not
meet its deadline if and only ifW(d1) + σ > d1. Therefore, we need to evaluate the probability that
W(d1) > d1− σ . From the definition ofH one can establish:

W(d1)+ σ > d1⇔ d1− F > d1− σ ⇔ W > H(σ). (4)

In the case of a type 2 packet arrival, its deadline can be violated becauseW(d2) > d2 + σ , but it could
also be violated at a later time, due to class 1 packet arrivals in the interval of lengthd2−d1 following the
arrival. In order to assess the probability of such an event, we resort to the so-called snapshot principle
[9] that applies in a heavy traffic regime, and according to which the state of the system does not change
significantly during the sojourn of a customer. This coupled with the generic shape of the workload profile
(zero on(−∞, F ], concave non-decreasing on [F,∞), with slope 1 on [F, d1]) implies that a type 2
packet will not meet its deadline if and only if

W(d2) > d2− σ or W(d1) > d1,

which is equivalent to

W > H

(
max

(
0, σ − (d2− d1)

λ1

λ

))
. (5)

Because the functionH is non-increasing, event(5) is less likely than event(4). Finally, using the
heavy traffic approximation for the distribution ofW , together with the expression ofH(σ) (recall that
necessarily,σ < d1) we obtain the condition

2(1− ρ)(d1− σ + (d2− d1)(1− ρ1/ρ))

σρ
≥ −logθ. (6)

Fig. 1illustrates the different schedulable regions. As can be seen, priority can be outperformed by FIFO.
However, a more typical situation is that FIFO is significantly outperformed by Priority, while Priority

Fig. 1. Schedulable regions ford2 = 10 (left) andd2 = 50 (right),θ = 0.01,σ = 1, d1 = 5.
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is only very slightly outperformed by EDF. For some sets of parameters, Priority can outperform EDF,
which is unexpected in view of the optimality properties of EDF.

The comparison of the schedulable regions suggests that service differentiation can provide significant
advantages in the presence of burstiness. In most cases, it appears that the improvement offered by EDF
is larger than that offered by Priority, but the two are almost indistinguishable, which would argue in
favour of implementing the simpler Priority scheme.4

3. The congestion pricing framework for delay-sensitive users

We now describe a framework which identifies user preferences with multidimensional utility func-
tions. We make use of the resource pricing framework described by Kelly and co-workers[1,11] which
requires the network to send feedback signals (or charges) to users, perhaps conveyed by a packet marking
strategy, that reflect the marginal cost of congestion in the network. We consider both delay-based and
loss-based congestion costs, and relate them to user utilities expressed in terms of either average delays
or delay bounds.

3.1. Delay-based congestion cost

Define the delay-based congestion cost at a link to beC(x) := xD, wherex andD are the packet sending
rate and the average packet delay at that link, respectively. Consider a population of users indexed by
r, and assume for now that the utility to userr of sending at ratexr is given byVr(xr). In other words,
assume (temporarily) that user utility does not depend explicitly on delay but that the network imposes
an additional delay-based cost. For the moment, we assume a single class of traffic, and also assume a
network reduced to a single bottleneck. It is well known that if the network sets the packet pricep to
the marginal costC ′(x) = xD′(x) +D(x), users trying to maximise their net benefitVr(xr) − xrp will
increase the total welfare

∑
r Vr(xr) − C(x), and if furthermore theVr are strictly concave andC is

convex, a global optimum will be reached.
Noting that x = ∑

xr , the total welfare can also be written as a sum of user utility functions∑
r Ur(xr,D), whereUr(xr,D) := Vr(xr) − xrD. The delay-based cost is thus appropriate in a sce-

nario where user utilities depend explicitly on average packet delay in this specific manner and the
network imposes no additional cost. In this case, letting users optimise their net benefitVr(xr)− xrp =
Ur(xr,0) − xrp, where disutility due to delay is accounted for in the pricep as above, will achieve
maximal welfare.

For the case of utility functionsUr(xr,D) depending on average delay in a general manner, we assume
that each user neglects the impact of its own rate on average delay (i.e.∂D/∂xr = 0).5 Under this
assumption, userr maximises its benefitUr(xr,D) − xrp by adapting its ratexr so as to set∂xr

Ur

equal to the congestion pricep. Thecorrectcongestion price, which yields rates optimising total welfare∑
r Ur(xr,D), then becomes

p = −D′(x)
∑

s

∂DUs(xs,D).

4 It is possible, however, that EDF would provide a significant improvement over Priority under a more realistic model of
burstiness. We therefore continue to consider both mechanisms throughout this work.

5 This assumption is reasonable in the case of many small users.
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This price is the sensitivity of delay at that link with respect to aggregate ratex multiplied by the sensitivity
of utility with respect to delay aggregated over all users using the bottleneck link. Therefore, the network
needs to know the aggregate sensitivity of utility to delays if it is to infer the correct pricep and signal
it back to the users. This sensitivity could be signalled by letting each packet sent by userr carry a tag
with value∂DUr/xr . The division byxr has the effect that the aggregate rate of tags received by a link is
equal to the desired sensitivity of utility with respect to delays.

If the network provides two classes of service, lettingxi andDi be the sending rate and average delay
of classi packets respectively, the delay-based congestion cost now readsC(x1, x2) = x1D1 + x2D2.
The corresponding congestion price per typei packet is then given bypi = ∂xi

C(x1, x2). As in the
single-class case, this is appropriate for users seeking to maximise total welfare when the utility to
userr of sending jointly at ratesxr1 andxr2 in classes 1 and 2 takes the formUr(xr1, xr2,D1,D2) =
Vr(xr1, xr2)− xr1D1− xr2D2.

3.2. Loss-based congestion cost

Alternatively, one can consider (as in[1,12]) the rate of packet loss events,x!(x), as the cost of
congestion, where!(x) is the packet loss probability. This might be more appropriate in the situation
where user utilities do not depend on average packet delays, but rather on maximal packet delay. For
example, for a voice over IP application, only the rate of packets which experience a delay not greater
thanDmax contribute to the user utility. The network might implement scheduling policies that enforce
specific delay bounds on the transmission of packets in each class, for instance by implementing EDF
scheduling and dropping packets that would cause a deadline violation.

As in the case of delay-based cost, for utility functionsUr(xr, !) of the formVr(xr)−xr!, the loss-based
cost, given byp = ∂x(x!(x)), is adequate, and can be interpreted as transferring the penalty termxr! from
the users to the network. Another approach consists in taking utilities that depend only on the goodput,
i.e.Ur(xr, !) = Vr(xr(1− !)). In that case, the correct congestion price is given by

p = !′
∑

s

xsV
′
s (xs(1− !)).

As for utilities depending on average delays, we see here that in general the network would need infor-
mation on the sensitivity of utilities in order to infer the correct congestion price.

4. RPA basis for s.p.s.p’s

Based on the previous section, we want to signal to the end-users the sensitivity of loss-based or
delay-based cost measures with respect to sending rates. The problem of computing this signal based on
the observed system evolution is similar to that of sensitivity analysis in discrete event systems, where
the goal is to estimate the gradient of a performance measure with respect to a parameter vector using a
single simulated sample path. An alternate view of the appropriate feedback is the s.p.s.p. of a packet,
which is defined (see[12,13]) as the difference between the actual cost and that which would occur if
that packet had not been submitted. In this section, we relate s.p.s.p.’s to RPA estimates of the derivative
of a cost function with respect to the aggregate rates of one or more classes of service, and thus to the
sensitivity of social welfare cost, identified as a suitable congestion price in the last section.
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Consider an M/G/1 queue that supports multiple classes of service, indexed byi ∈ {1, . . . , I }. Arrivals
for each class are assumed to be Poisson, with the vectorx = (xi) describing their respective rates. A
cost functionC(x) is given, which could be the rate of packet loss events, or the average packet delay
incurred per time unit. In both cases, this cost measure takes the formC(x) = (

∑
i xi)J (x), whereJ (x)

is the per-packet cost, whileC(x) is the cost per time unit. Assume packets are labelled by the order
of their arrivals, irrespective of their classes. We further assume that packets 1, . . . , N constitute a busy
period for the queue under consideration. We lett (n) ∈ {1, . . . , I } denote the class of packetn. For the
two cost structures under consideration, the average per-packet costJ (x) can be expressed according to
the well-known cycle formula as

J (x) = E
∑N

n=1 Zn

E(N)
, (7)

whereZn is defined to be the cost to packetn, which for loss-based cost equals 1 if packetn is lost and
zero otherwise, while for delay-based costZn is simply the sojourn time of packetn in the queue.

A sample path for the system with ratexi reduced toxi(1− h) is generated from the nominal sample
path with arrival ratexi by removing independently with a probabilityh each packet of typei. For all
ξ = ξ1, . . . , ξn ∈ {0,1}N , denote byZn(ξ) the cost to packetn when packetsm such thatξm = 0 are
removed from the arrival process, while those packetsm with ξm = 1 are kept. We adopt the convention
thatZn(ξ) = 0 wheneverξn = 0. Letf (h) be defined as

f (h) := Eh

N∑
n=1

Zn(ξ),

where the variablesξn are independent conditionally on the nominal sample-path randomness, with
P(ξn = 0) = h1t (n)=i . Similarly, define

g(h) := Eh

N∑
n=1

ξn.

It then holds thatJ (x − xihei) = f (h)/g(h), whereei is theith unit vector, so that we can evaluate the
derivative ofJ with respect toxi by evaluating the derivatives off andg.

LettingZ(−m)
n denote the value ofZn when the only packet that is removed ism, andNi the number of

typei packets in the busy period under consideration, we may write

f (h) = E

[
(1− h)Ni

N∑
n=1

Zn + h(1− h)Ni−1
N∑

m=1

1t (m)=i

N∑
n=1

Z(−m)
n + o(h2)

]
.

Performing a binomial expansion off (0), we have

f (0)− f (h)

h
= E

[
(1− h)Ni−1

N∑
m=1

1t (m)=i

N∑
n=1

(Zn − Z(−m)
n )

]
+ R(h),

where the termR(h) accounts for the differencesZn − Zn(ξ) for all ξ with at least two entries equal to
zero. One expects this term to vanish ash goes to zero, since the probability of having more than two
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ξn equal to zero is of order o(h2). Assuming interchanges between limits and expectations are valid,6 we
obtain

xi∂xi
f = lim

h→0

f (0)− f (h)

h
= E

[
N∑

m=1

1t (m)=i

N∑
n=1

(Zn − Z(−m)
n )

]
.

Similarly,

xi∂xi
g = lim

h→0

g(0)− g(h)

h
= E

[
N∑

m=1

1t (m)=i

]
= E[Ni ].

This together with the quotient rule for differentiation,(f/g)′ = f ′/g−(f/g)(g′/g), yields the following
expression:

xi∂xi
J (x) =

E
[∑N

m=1

∑
t (m)=i

∑N
n=1(Zn − Z(−m)

n )
]

E[N ]
−

E
[∑N

n=1 Zn

]
E[N ]

E[Ni ]

E[N ]
.

UsingE[Ni ]/E[N ] = xi/
∑

j xj , we obtain an estimate for the derivative of cost per unit time,

∂xi
C(x) = E

∑N
m=1 1t (m)=i

∑N
n=1(Zn − Z(−m)

n )

E[Ni ]
. (8)

Recall that the s.p.s.p. consists in charging each packetm for the marginal cost it caused to other packets
m. Since packetm has an impact only on packets belonging to the same busy period, the s.p.s.p. for packet
m is exactly

N∑
n=1

(Zn − Z(−m)
n ).

Applying the cycle formula, it is then seen that the corresponding average packet price for packets of a
given type, say typei, does coincide with that derived from the RPA analysis as in(8).

On-line computation of the s.p.s.p. of a packet is typically not feasible, because removal of the packet
has an impact on future, not yet observed arrivals. In the next subsections, we propose practically im-
plementable alternatives to the exact s.p.s.p., for loss or delay-based cost, and for priority or EDF-based
differentiation in the multi-class case.

4.1. RPA estimators for a single class of service

4.1.1. Loss-based shadow price
For loss-based cost, the corresponding costZn to packetn is 1 if packetn is lost and zero otherwise.

As argued in[12], the s.p.s.p. is 1 if in the nominal trajectory, one of the packetsm,m + 1, . . . , N is
lost, and zero otherwise. Hence all packets up to and including the last lost packet in the busy period are
marked (i.e. have a unit s.p.s.p.).

6 A rigorous proof of this fact typically involves a dominated convergence argument, and dominating variables have to be
found for each specific situation; see[14] for more details.
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Kelly and Gibbens[12] suggest using an approximate marking scheme, according to which all packets
in the busy period from thefirst lost packet, included until the end of the busy period, get marked. The
motivation for this scheme is that it marks the correct number of packets per busy period on average, a
fact that derives from the stochastic reversibility of sample paths of the M/D/1/C queue. We refer to the
charge computed by this time-reversal approach as thereversed s.p.s.p.

One drawback of the reversed s.p.s.p. is that it charges the ‘wrong packets’—packets are charged
according to the cost imposed on them rather than the cost they impose on others. This suggests the
alternative where a packet is charged by its expected s.p.s.p. given the information available. Assuming
for simplicity exponentially distributed service times with meanµ−1, an incoming packet findingn− 1
packets in the queue, would then be charged by the amount(ρ−n − 1)/(ρ−C−1 − 1), whereρ = x/µ,
andx is the packet arrival rate.

4.1.2. Delay-based shadow price
For delay-based shadow price, the costZn to packetn is simply its sojourn time in the queue. For FIFO

queuing, one obviously has(Zn − Z(−m)
n ) = 0 whenm > n and(Zn − Z(−m)

n ) = Zn whenm = n. For
the case whenm < n, we require some additional notation to characterise the effect of a packet’s service
time on the waiting time of future packets. LetTn andσn be the arrival time and service requirement of
packetn and letSn be the time at which packetn begins service. Denote byδ(m)

n the differenceZn−Z(m)
n

for n > m. Setting by conventionδ(n)
n = σn, using Lindley’s recursion one can show that the following

recurrence holds forn ≥ m:

δ
(m)
n+1 = min{[Sn + σn − Tn+1]

+, δ(m)
n }.

An adaptation of the time-reversal approach taken in[12] would let packetn arriving in busy period due
to packets 1, . . . , N be charged by the amountZn +

∑N
n+1 δ(m)

n . This scheme is such that the cumulated
charge of packets 1, . . . , N coincides with the cumulated sum of their exact s.p.s.p. It is however, not
practical, as it requires the queue to keep track of the valuesδ(m)

n for all packetsm of the current busy
period.

As an approximation, it may be useful to introduce the simplifying assumption that a packet im-
poses a delay equal to its service time on all later-arriving packets in the busy period, or equivalently
to replaceδ(m)

n by the service timeσm, for m < n andm, n belonging to the same busy period. This
amounts to marking packetn by its waiting timeZn, plus the length of the current busy period when
it enters service. The amount by which this overestimates the correct packet price on average can be
computed exactly in the case of an M/D/1 queue, using, for instance, results of[15]. We find that the
resulting average price is never more than twice the correct price, and approaches the correct price as load
increases to 1.

An alternative approach is to charge each packet according to the conditional expectation of its s.p.s.p.,
given the state of the queue found upon arrival. Unlike the reversed s.p.s.p., this approach does not
introduce extra charges, nor does it charge the wrong packets. In the case of the M/D/1 queue with
constant service timesσ , the resulting expected s.p.s.p.p(w) of a virtual packet entering at time zero the
queue and finding a workload ofw is seen to be

p(w) = w + σ + σE(N(0, T (w)])+K,

whereT (w) is the time at which the busy period started at 0 with workloadw ends,N(0, T (w)] is the
corresponding number of packet arrivals and the constantK does not depend onw. Indeed,w+ σ is the
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sojourn time of the packet arriving at time 0, all packets arriving in the interval(0, T (w)] are delayed by
an amountσ , while the workload at timeT (w) is exactlyσ hence the impact on later-arriving packets does
not depend onw. Applying the integration formula (8.3.3), p. 49 in[16] yields the expressionwρ/(1−ρ)

for the middle-term in the right-hand side of this expression. The constantK is then determined by using
the expression∂x(xE(W + σ)) for the average s.p.s.p., yielding

p(w) = w

1− ρ
+ σ + xσ 2

2(1− ρ)
. (9)

We note that the constant term in the above is exactly the expectation of the stationary workload. This
suggests the simpler marking scheme, according to which a packet finding an amount ofw is charged
w[1 + (1/(1− ρ))]. This collects the correct amount on average, and under-charges slightly packets
finding a near-empty system. Note that the expected length of a busy period is given byσ/(1− ρ), so
that the term 1/(1− ρ) in this scheme can thus be estimated asB̂/σ , whereB̂ is a sample mean of the
observed busy periods.

4.2. Sample-path shadow prices for two classes of service

4.2.1. Delay-based shadow price with priority scheduling
Recall that for a delay-based cost structure, the quantityZn represents the sojourn time of packetn.

We adopt a multi-class version of the simplifying assumption from the single-class case—that a packet
imposes either no delay or a delay equivalent to its complete service time on later-departing packets in
the same busy period. Additionally, we assume a preemptive priority discipline.

The busy period of a priority queue is composed of smaller high priority busy periods separated by
intervals of low priority service when there are no class 1 packets in the system. In the case of two high
priority packetsm andn, m will delay n if m arrives beforen and both packets fall within the same
high priority busy period. That is, if any class 2 packet is served betweenm andn, thenm imposes no
additional delay onn. Under the assumption of preemption, a low priority packet is delayed by any earlier
departing high priority packet in the same busy period, as well as by earlier arriving low priority packets.
The marginal cost contributions for other class combinations are easily verified. As in the single-class
case, the shadow price∂xi

C(x) can be separated into two terms, where the first term is simply the average
delay for classi.

∂xi
C(x) =

E
[∑N

n=1 Zn1t (n)=i

]
E[Ni ]

+
E

[∑N
m=1 1t (m)=i

∑N
n=1,n�≡m(Zn + Z(−m)

n )
]

E[Ni ]
. (10)

The second term in(10), or rather its time-reversed counterpart, can be estimated with the help of the
following charging mechanism.

The charge for a high priority packet has two components. The first is the cost imposed on sub-
sequent high priority packets within the same high priority busy period. For this charge, we can do
as in the single-class case, and charge the number of high priority packets in the same high priority
busy period served prior to itself. The second component is the cost imposed on low priority packets
and reversal cannot be applied as we do not want low priority packets to pay for the harm done to
them by high priority packets. The high priority packet delays all those low priority packets currently
in the queue plus those that will arrive before the end of the busy period. As an approximation, we
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charge the length of low priority queue at the time the high priority packet enters service, multiplied
by a factor 1≤ α ≤ 2.7 To charge the low priority packets, we can treat the class 2 arrival process
as reversible and charge the number of low priority packets served since the start of the current busy
period.

As in the single-class case, alternative schemes which do not introduce over-charging can be designed,
based on formulas available for mean delays in M/G/1 priority queues (see e.g.[16, pp. 188–192]). We
shall not pursue this here.

4.2.2. Loss-based shadow price with priority scheduling
In this section, we define the s.p.s.p. for a priority queue with finite buffer serving two classes of

traffic in strict priority order. Gibbens and Kelly[1] suggest a model for such a queue in which the
packet dropping policy is governed by two parameters,B1 andB2 so as to enforce the following cons-
traints:

q1 ≤ B1, (11)

q1+ q2 ≤ B2, (12)

whereq1 andq2 are the buffer occupancies of high priority and low priority packets, respectively. It is
assumed that high priority arrivals do not push out low priority packets if the high priority constraint(11)
is slack while(12) is binding.

Gibbens and Kelly propose treating such a queue as a pair of virtual single-class resources. The first
virtual resource is a single-class queue with buffer capacityB2 used by all packets, while the second is a
single-class queue with buffer capacityB1 used only by high priority packets. Sample-path shadow prices
are computed independently for each virtual resource according to the single-class loss-based marking
scheme originally proposed by the same authors in previous work[12] and discussed above. The resulting
marking scheme requires that, for each lost packet, we distinguish which of constraints(11) and (12)has
been violated. Following the first loss due to constraint(11), the queue marks all high priority packets
until the high priority queue becomes idle. Following the first loss due to constraint(12), the queue marks
all packets until the end of the busy period. Observe that a high priority packet has two chances to be
marked, but carries only a single marking bit.

It can be shown that the Gibbens–Kelly marking scheme, modulo time reversal, indeed computes the
correct shadow price for loss. The essential step is deriving expressions forZn−Z(−m)

n . Consider the case
wheret (m) = 2. Regardless of the class ofn, the removal ofm prevents a loss ofn only if n is lost due
to a violation of the total capacity constraint(12) and if there is no intervening loss due to its violation.
Formally,

Zn − Z(−m)
n = 1q1n+q2n=B2

n−1∏
k=m

1q1k+q2k<B2, t (m) = 2. (13)

The same relation applies whent (m) = 1 andt (n) = 2. When bothm andn are high priority packets
(t (m) = t (n) = 1), a loss ofn can be prevented by the removal ofm if n violates either of constraints

7 In simulations, we observe thatα has very little effect on the performance measures of interest. For the experimental results
presented later,α = 1.
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(11) and (12).

Zn − Z(−m)
n = 1q1n=B1

n−1∏
k=m

1q1k<B1 + 1q1n+q2n=B2

n−1∏
k=m

1q1k+q2k<B2 − R(m, n), (14)

R(m, n) = 1q1n=B11q1n+q2n=B2

n−1∏
k=m

1q1k<B11q1k+q2k<B2. (15)

When considering marking mechanisms using a single bit, we may ignore the intersection term(15)since
the bit can only be marked once even if both constraints are binding.

The cost imposed by a low priority packet on other packets is equivalent to that of a packet passing
through the first virtual resource, while the cost imposed by a high priority packet is equivalent to that of
packet passing through both logical resources.

4.2.3. Loss-based shadow price with EDF scheduling
In this section, we define an s.p.s.p. for the single server queue serving packets of unit size with

two service classes in an EDF discipline. Under EDF, a two-class system is implemented by granting
high priority arrivals a short deadlined1 and low priority arrivals a deadlined2 � d1. As with priority
scheduling, we will approximate the operation of a real non-preemptive server by assuming preemption
to simplify the analysis.

An arriving packet is lost if the EDF scheduler determines that accepting the packet would lead to a
violation of either its own deadline, or that of another packet already in the queue. As with other loss-based
schemes,Zn = 1 if packetn is lost, otherwiseZn = 0. Thus,Zn − Z(−m)

n = 1 for those packets whose
removal from the busy period would allow a lost packetn to be accepted.

Suppose packetn is rejected by the scheduler. Letδ be the time at which the first deadline violation
would occur if the packet were accepted. Thelead timeof a packetk at time t , denoteddk(t) is the
time remaining before its deadline expires. Observe that sinced1 is the minimum deadline that can be
assigned to the arriving packet,δ ≥ d1. In other words, packetk with lead timedk(Tn) < d1 would
not experience a deadline violation if the arriving packet were accepted. It is also clear that any packet
k in the queue at timeTn with dk(Tn) > δ is not responsible for the loss of the arriving packet since
the presence or absence of such a packet would not affect the time at which the deadline violation
occurs.

If the rejected packetn is low priority (dn(Tn) = d2), then all previous packets in the busy period are
responsible. To compute the reversed s.p.s.p., we may simply begin marking packets once a low priority
packet has been rejected and continue until the queue is idle.

The more complicated (and more likely) case is that a high priority packet is rejected. Such a loss is
due not only to high priority packets but any low priority packetm with dm(Tn) < d1 as well. The effect
of such packets on the loss ofn can be understood in terms of the processf (s), defined as the value of
the earliest-deadline present in the system at times. The arrival ofn occurs in what we will call alocal
busy period. High priority packets arriving before the start of this local busy period have no effect on the
loss ofn. The local busy period associated withn begins with the arrival of a prior high priority packet
at times∗, such that

s∗ = sup{s < T : f (s+) < T + δ − s < f (s−)}, (16)
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Fig. 2. A sample path of the processf (s), showing the beginning of the local busy period ats∗ for a loss at timeTn. Dotted
lines show the evolution of packet lead times. The bold solid line showsf (s), the minimum deadline currently in the system at
time s.

wheref (s−) andf (s+), respectively, represent the earliest-deadline just prior to and following an arrival
at s. If no such times exists, then the local busy period begins at the start of the global busy period.

Fig. 2shows a sample path forf (s) that includes a packet loss at timeTn. We see that the local busy
period begins with the arrival of a high priority packet that causesf (s) to fall below the line defined by
Tn + δ − s. This arrival and all subsequent high priority arrivals (up ton) contribute to the loss since the
removal of any of them would prevent the deadline violation atTn+ δ. High priority arrivals that precede
the local busy period are not responsible for the loss since the loss would still occur if any one of them
were removed.

If the local busy period is shorter than the global busy period, then there will be no low priority packets
served betweens∗ andTn. However, if the local and global busy periods coincide, then there may be a
sufficiently old low priority packetm in the queue withdm(Tn) < δ. In particular, any low priority packets
arriving prior to t = Tn + δ − d2 within the same global busy period should be charged. We can thus
define two intervals during which high and low priority arrivals should be charged for the loss at time
Tn. High priority arrivals in the interval [s∗, Tn] and low priority arrivals in the interval [s∗, t ] should be
marked. Note that ift < s∗, no low priority packets should be charged.

It is clear that the charging mechanisms described for lost high priority packets are non-causal. We
implement causal approximations of these mechanisms by marking packets for the appropriate duration
following a loss. Such a marking scheme can be implemented using a timer and a pair of busy flags that are
turned on when a loss occurs and turned off after the appropriate interval has expired. The main challenge
in implementing this non-causal mechanism is determinings∗. Candidate values fors∗ correspond to the
beginning of the busy period and the arrival times of any high priority packet for which the value off (s)

is reduced (i.e. a high priority arrival that occurs when the system contains only low priority packets with
lead times greater thand1). One way to determines∗, therefore, is to maintain a list of candidates as the
busy period evolves and to evaluate(16)when a loss occurs andTn andδ become known.

Since the number of candidate points is potentially unbounded, we propose an approximation in which
only the most promising candidate is retained. At the beginning of the busy period, we initialises∗ =
0, f (s∗) = 0. When a candidate high priority arrival occurs at times, we apply the following update rule:

f (s∗)− f (s−) > s∗ − s, then(s∗, f (s∗))← (s, f (s−)), (17)
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Fig. 3. Effect of update rule(17). The dots show successive updates of(s∗, f (s∗)). When a loss occurs at timeTn, s4 is the current
estimate fors∗ and also happens to be the correct beginning of the local busy period.

wheref (s−) is the value of the earliest-deadline just prior to the arrival at times. The effect of this update
rule is shown graphically inFig. 3.

5. Simulation results

We ran simulations to compare the performance of the three proposed mechanisms with that of a
single-class FIFO scheduler. The objectives of these experiments are twofold. First, we would like to
observe the predicted efficiency gain due to the introduction of a low delay service class. Second, we
would like to determine whether our marking schemes provide the correct congestion feedback to users
of both classes while treating the low priority class fairly.

We performed the experiment proposed by Gibbens and Kelly[1]. The queue operates in discrete time,
serves one packet per time slot, and is shared by a population ofN users. In each simulation run, each
user is designated as either high or low priority and generates packets of the appropriate type. Users send
packets in accordance with theelastic-useralgorithm of[12], where useri alters the sending ratexi to try
and match the rate at which marks are received with weightwi = iw0 for some common scale parameter
w0. In the single-class case with a population of elastic-users sharing a single link, useri will achieve
throughput proportional to its relative weightwi/

∑N
j=1 wj . Associated with the high and low service

classes, respectively, are delay boundsd1 andd2, with d1 < d2. Packets served past their delay bounds
are discarded by the users and thus considered lost.

For the initial run, all users are designated as low priority and the system simulated for enough time
steps to observe convergence of the sending rates. A low priority user is then selected at random to
promote to the high priority class and the simulation is run again. Users are repeatedly promoted and the
system simulated until all users generate high priority packets.

5.1. Schedulable regions

Our first result is an experimental validation of the analytical results ofSection 2. In the experiment we
record thegoodput—the throughput of packets that respect delay boundsd1 = 5 andd2 = 50—for each
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Fig. 4. Aggregate throughput (left) and goodput for high vs. low priority traffic. The topmost diagonal line represents the available
capacity in the system. We observe that as the level of high priority traffic increases, the FIFO scheduler has great difficulty
making use of the available capacity while still satisfying the delay bounds.

user. Plotting aggregated goodput for high priority traffic against that for low priority traffic, as inFig. 4,
defines the boundary of the schedulable region. Comparing the resulting plots for EDF and loss-based
priority schedulers with those of a single-class FIFO scheduler, we observe the qualitative behaviour
predicted inSection 2.8

5.2. Class performance: incentive compatibility and fairness

Performance of the system is evaluated by the average waiting time for each class and the average
transmission rate (normalised by willingness-to-pay) for each class. By plotting these performance metrics
for each class against the proportion of high priority demand, we can get some idea of whether the pricing
mechanisms we propose provide the correct incentives to users of each class and whether members of
the low priority class are treated fairly. We make the assumption, similar to Alvarez and Hajek[6] and
Hurley et al.[17], that users of the low priority class are delay tolerant, but seek to maximise throughput,
whereas high priority users seek low delay, perhaps at the expense of lower throughput. Our criteria for
incentive compatibility and fairness as the proportion of high priority demand increases are that: (a) low
priority users get throughput at least as good as when no high priority traffic is present and thus have no
incentive to switch classes, (b) high priority users experience lower delay than low priority users, and (c)
the delay for low priority users is finite.

Fig. 5shows the normalised throughputs for high and low priority classes.9 These plots show that all
three disciplines satisfy the throughput fairness criterion. Under heavy high priority demand, the low
priority class can actually receive substantially better throughput than in the single-class case.10 We also

8 Note that we do not provide a plot for the delay-based pricing mechanism in this section since this mechanism cannot be
tuned to provide deterministic delay bounds for either class with the elastic-user strategy.

9 Observe that while the sum of throughputs clearly must be limited by the total capacity of the link, no such restriction applies
to the sum ofnormalisedthroughputs shown here.
10 The single-class case is shown by the endpoints of each plot—the throughput of the low (resp. high) priority class when the
proportion of high (resp. low) priority traffic is zero.
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Fig. 5. Average normalised throughput for each class, plotted for all three service disciplines.

observe that, for moderate amounts of high priority demand (<0.8) the high priority class achieves a
throughput comparable to the low priority class, although this was not an explicit design goal.

We also observe that under all three disciplines, high priority class traffic sees a substantially lower
delay than low priority traffic. Furthermore, the average delay seen by the low priority traffic is well
below its delay bound of 50 ms, a property guaranteed only by the EDF scheduler, but that appears to be
satisfied by the loss-based priority scheduler. These results are presented and discussed further in[7].

6. Conclusions

When users are sensitive to delay and there is but a single class of service and FIFO scheduling,
delay requirements for such users can only be met if the network operates in lightly loaded region.
The introduction of scheduling, such as priority or EDF allows much more efficient use of the network.
We have quantified the benefits analytically for unresponsive traffic, where the gains are related to the
burstiness, and by simulation for responsive users.

For responsive users, we have shown how to calculate the correct ‘shadow price’ or feedback sig-
nals that reflect congestion costs, allowing decentralised optimisation of social welfare which reflects
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multidimensional utility functions. We have derived s.p.s.p.’s for loss-based and delay-based priority
queues, and loss-based prices for EDF and used these as a basis for practical marking schemes. These
were then used with a simple user-adaptation algorithm in simulations.

Our results show that such marking schemes are effective for controlling delay to sensitive users,
with tangible gains over a single-class FIFO, and also provide a way of implementing differentiation for
proposals such as ABE[17]. In the simulations, delay-based marking for priority ran at a low utilisation,
suggesting some further tuning is required. EDF performed slightly better than priority with loss-based
marking, but the latter is simpler to implement. This resonates with the analytic heavy-traffic results
which also showed that little was gained by using EDF rather than priorities for unresponsive traffic. It
is worth noting, however, that EDF offers the additional flexibility of allowing end-users to specify their
delay requirements directly.

The difficult question remains of where, if anywhere, such service differentiation should, in fact, be
deployed in the network. This decision ought to depend on whether actual burstiness of future network
traffic makes the over-provisioning of capacity economically unattractive to network operators. The
availability of efficient and controllable alternatives to over-provisioning, such as those we have shown,
allows this choice to be grounded in economic concerns, rather than technological ones.
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